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End User License Agreement

Thank you for purchasing our products!

When  you  buy  or  download  a  product  by  Silence+Other  Sounds,  you  expressly  accept  this
agreement, the EULA . 

All  the products  provided by Silence+Other  Sounds are licensed to the end user  but NOT sold.
Silence+Other Sounds entirely keeps the ownership of the products. 

When you buy or download a product from Silence+Other Sounds, you have access to a perpetual,
non trasferable, non-exclusive, worldwide license for synchronization rights. 

All the sounds provided by Silence+Other Sounds are ROYALTY FREE, which enables the user to use
the sounds in music compositions (songs, albums, music for advertisement, jingles, library music,
live performances), integrate them in film post- production or use them as audio assets for game
development. 

You are legally prohibited to distribute, duplicate, lend, rent or sell your copy in whole or in part or
upload it  on any web-based storages.  This  agreement forbids the end user  to  use the sounds
provided by Silence+Other Sounds to make content for a sample library or another kind of sample-
based  product  (e.g.  sample  collections,  toolkits,  etc.).  This  license  forbids  the  end  user  to  re-
distribute the products provided by Silence+Other Sounds through any means, including but not
limited to, re-selling, trading and sharing.

This  License  forbids  the  use  of  the one-shot  SFX samples  to  create  trailer  toolkits  releases.  To
discover  more  about  purchasing  a  Composer  License,  please  contact  us  at
giuseppe@silenceandothersounds.com

Unless explicitly specified, the sounds provided by Silence+Other Sounds are prohibited to be used
for software UI interfaces, cell phone rings and generally in a context where the sound is used in a
non timed relation. 

Silence+Other Sounds audio files are licensed ‘as is’ without warranties of any kind. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

MALEVENTUM: Cursed Epic Horns 

Maleventum is a Kontakt library inspired by epic medieval and Viking  horns. We have committed to
a deep research in the cinematic sound of  epic war horns from ancient nordic and celtic cultures,
from the carnyx to gjallahorn and bukkehorn (goat horn). We’ve recorded a huge amount of original
medieval  horn  instruments,  classical  orchestral  trombone  and  tuba,  traditional  flutes,  horn
instruments from the pastoral tradition across Europe and even self built fog horns and pipes. All of
them have been processed and layered to create a collection of epic braams, hunt horn calls, war
horns, low tone brass sounds,  high pitched screaming trumpets,  animal-esque wailing sounds
and much else.

Each sound and instrument contained in  Maleventum instantly evokes scenes of  forgotten dark
ages,   Viking armies and warriors,  epic ancient battles,  vast frozen landscapes,  mystical pagan
cults and supernatural presences hovering in the wind of the nordic woods.  

Maleventum is for TV, film and game composers and sound designers looking for unique, carefully
crafted sounds to enrich their  compositions. It  fits particularly well  the  epic genre,  with specific
regard to fantasy and dark age movies. It will be a very useful tool to provide plenty of inspiration  for
horror and thriller composers as to producers of dark electronic music and ambient.  

PLAYABLE AND SOUND DESIGN INSTRUMENTS

Maleventum is composed of 2 different instruments:

- a playable, MPE compatible Kontakt instrument based on horn pads, with over 100 snapshots
and 58 MPE Multis, that combines up to 4 layers of horn and rare bagpipe sounds and textures. If
you own a  Roli Seaboard, Maleventum has been scripted  to create  evolving, rich hybrid pads by
blending the layers and simultaneously controlling a vast amount of parameters at your fingertips.
Maleventum can be also used in standard MIDI and it’s compatible with any MIDI controller. 

- a Kontakt sampler of 270+ one-shots sounds (.WAV 96 kHz 24 bit) based on epic cinematic horns,
tuned  braams,  war  horns,  viking  horn  calls,  nordic  hunt  horns,  dissonant  trumpets,  creature-
reminiscent eerie horn tones, loud aggressive stabs, brass staccatos,  long evocative tones, battle
horn calls. With the intuitive GUI, you can individually manipulate each sample, combine multiple
sounds and obtain your own bombastic war horn stabs and viking braams.
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The sounds of Maleventum

We’ve recorded a huge deal of instruments to recreate the evocative nordic feel of Maleventum: from
horn instruments of the rural tradition in several European countries, to the boasting low end of tuba
and trombones  to self-built,  experimental horns to recreate a massive, bigger than life war horn
sound. All of these sounds have been processed to create evocative pads and terrifying horn hunt
signals. Here’s a list of some of them:

Pneumatic War Horn
Fog horn
Tuba War Horn
Baritone War Horn
Slovakian Shepherd Trombita   
Gjallahorn
Sardinian Shell 
Wood didgeridoo with tuba mouthpiece
Giant PVC horn with trombone mouthpiece (3 meters long)
Alphorn 
Ciaramella (Shawm)
Giant Zampogna (Bagpipe)
Wooden flute
Fujara flute
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2. MALEVENTUM – Horns & Flutes Pads playable instrument

Main Screen 

The Horns & Flutes Pads instrument is a versatile, MPE compatible playable instrument, which can
also be used in standard MIDI and played on any MIDI controller. It’s particularly suitable to create
evoking, mystical layers to intimate textures.

The instrument is organized in 4 layers of sound, 2 tonal layers + 2 textures. You can choose from 64
tonal sounds for each tonal layer and 64 for each texture layer. 

The Main screen features two buttons in the bottom of the panel, Split and 1→2.

- Split divides the keyboard in two sections. The sounds of Layer 1 (tonal) and Layer T1 (texture) are in
the first half of the virtual keyboard, Layer 2(tonal) and Layer T2 (texture) are on the second one. You
will notice a change of the virtual keyboard color when Split is activated.
 
-  1→2 sets the controls of Layer 1 and T1 to the ones of Layer 2 and T2. You will notice that all the
controls of Layer 2 and T2 become inactive when  1→2 is activated, as they’re entirely controlled by
Layer 1 and T1.
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Figure 1 - Maleventum MAIN SCREEN



To deactivate/activate one or more layers, use the light buttons located upon each volume vertical
slider 

Edit Screen

The Edit screen features Volume Envelope (Attack and Release),  Low Pass Filter,  High Pass Filter,
Resonance, LFO rate, LFO amount and LFO shape, which can be set independently for each one of
the 4 layers.
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Figure 2 - Maleventum EDIT SCREEN – T1 and T2 knobs are ‘contained’ within the big
ones for Layer 1 and 2.



Mapping Screen

Each  layer  can  be  individually  controlled  and most  of  the  parameters  of  the  GUI  can  be  easily
mapped to a MIDI controller from the Mapping screen. Mapping can be performed here for both
MPE as standard MIDI controllers by using the MIDI assignment triangular buttons (more details in
section 2.2).
Here’s a list of the  sound shaping parameters that can be independently mapped for all the layers in
Maleventum:

- Volume
- Low Pass Filter
- High Pass Filter
- LFO amount
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Figure 3-Maleventum MAPPING SCREEN



FX Screen

The FX screen features a Convolution Reverb with several experimental impulse responses (IRs) to
further sculpt and color the sounds. Very briefly, convolution is a sophisticated mathematical process
that allows you to filter a sound within another one. It's very frequently used to carefully reproduce
the acoustic reverberation of  real   environments (rooms,  halls  etc)  or  even hardware reverb units
(spring reverbs, digital reverbs etc). However, by experimenting with the choice of the audio files used
as IRs  it is possible to get creative with sound design and produce unusual effects.
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Figure 4-Maleventum FX SCREEN



2.1. Introduction to MPE

MPE is the acronym of MIDI Polyphonic Expression. It is a  specific MIDI technology which enables
multidimensional  instruments (for example  Roli Seaboard or Haken Continuum) to independently
control multiple sound shaping parameters (note bending, filters, effects etc) for each individual note
when using MPE compatible software (virtual synths, Kontakt multis etc). 

Such  parameters  can  be  controlled  per  note.  This  means  that  if  you  play  a  chord  on  an  MPE
keyboard,  an MPE-compatible virtual  synth/instrument allows  you to independently set different
values of pitch bending or  low pass filter for each one of the notes in the chord. 

In MIDI standard, the low pass filter would indistinctly affect ALL the notes, without making any sort
of  distinction  among  them.  Simply  put,  MPE  is  note-specific,  standard  MIDI  is  not.  Hence,  the
definition of ‘multi-polyphonic’. 
More specifically,  multi-polyphony is defined as the number of notes having independent  control of
the parameters (filters, effects etc) simultaneously. A multi-polyphony equal to 5 means that a given
parameter can be independently set on 5 notes at once. 

The  freedom to  control  parameters  at  note  level  makes  MPE particularly  suitable  for  expressive,
evolving  performances. Such controllable parameters and the way they can be mapped on an MPE
controller entirely depend on the virtual instrument used.

In order to use MPE you need:

- an MPE controller
- an MPE compatible virtual instrument
- an MPE compatible DAW, if you want to record MIDI or or audio of your performance.

Here’s a list of fully MPE compatible DAWs:

Bitwig 8-Track & Studio
Cakewalk 
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GarageBand 
Logic Pro X
MainStage
Open Labs Stagelight
Reaper
Steinberg Cubase
Tracktion Waveform
zenAud.io ALK

Other DAWs, although not being fully MPE-compatible, can be still be used with MPE software with a
specific track configuration (please see section 2.6 ). Here’s a list:

Ableton Live
Digital Performer 
Pro Tools
Studio One
 

2.2 Kontakt and MPE

MPE is supported in Kontakt by using Multis. 

Maleventum offers a wide collection of MPE Multis: if you use a fully MPE compatible DAW, all you
need to start enjoying Maleventum with MPE is just open one of the multis and start playing. You
won’t  be  able  to  use  MPE  with  a  single  .nki  instrument  alone.  Details  about  setting  your  MPE
controller for Kontakt and saving your own MPE multis are described in section 2.3 and 2.4.

M  IDI Mapping in Maleventum –   Roli Seaboard Rise  

In Maleventum you can easily MIDI map Volume, Low Pass Filter, High Pass Filter and LFO rate for
each of the 4 layers by using the triangle-shaped MIDI assignment buttons  in the Mapping screen.
Here you can browse the   parameters you want to map by using the buttons column on the right
end of the panel, and independently assign Volume, filters and LFO rate to a MIDI channel of your
choice. 

Although mappable on any MPE and non-MPE MIDI controller, the Mapping screen of Maleventum
has been designed with specific reference to the controls available on the Roli Seaboard Rise. The
following table illustrates  MIDI assignment buttons and their corresponding physical controls on the
the Roli Seaboard Rise.
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MIDI assignment buttons Physical Controls on the Seaboard Rise Default MIDI CC

74

113-114

107-109-111

MIDI assignment buttons allow to map a given parameter both in down-top as top-down direction:
for example, if you want to assign the volume of Layer 1 to the Slide on your Seaboard Rise, you can
either have the volume increasing by sliding your finger from down to top or vice-versa; in the first
case, you will choose the MIDI assignment button with the blue triangle with the side up, otherwise
the one with the side down. Blue and red correspond to Layer 1/T1 and Layer 2/T2 respectively. 
You can easily re-map the parameters with one click: in the example above, if you want to re-assign
the volume of Layer 1 to the XY Pad on your Seaboard Rise (left to right direction), just click the blue
triangle with the side facing right (CC 113). 
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The controls on the Seaboard Rise are mapped by default  to the MIDI CCs reported in the table
above, therefore the corresponding MIDI assignment buttons in Maleventum are assigned by default
to the same MIDI CCs.

Pitch  bend and Aftertouch  amount  can  be  modified from  the  horizontal  sliders  located  at  the
bottom of the Mapping screen. 
Pitch bend can be set up to 12 semitones (the maximum value allowed by Kontakt).
Aftertouch is by default assigned to the volume.
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If you want to change the default MIDI CCs from the Roli Dashboard application, make sure you 
make the same  changes in the Mapping screen of Maleventum, by manually typing the numeric 
value of the MIDI channel in the boxes above the MIDI assignment button. 

TIP: Assign the volume of Layer 1 and Layer 2 to Slide from the MIDI assignment buttons (CC74). Assign 
one in down-top direction and the other in top-down. This sets a volume crossfade along the vertical 
direction of the Seaboard Rise keyboard to create interesting hybrid tones and ever-evolving patches.

TIP: Assign the Low Pass Filter of Layer T1 and Layer T2 to the XY pad (MIDI Channels 113 and 114). This is 
an interesting methodology to blend the two textural layers that continuously mix and change during 
your performance.

Just click on the numeric boxes above 
the MIDI assignment buttons in order to 
change the corresponding MIDI CC

Figure 5 - MIDI CC Assignments in the Roli Dashboard screen



2.3 Setting your Seaboard Rise to work with MPE in Kontakt

In  order  to  make  sure  that  your  Seaboard  Rise  responds  properly  to  the  MIDI  assignments  in
Maleventum when working in MPE, please make sure of the following:

- MIDI Channels respectively in Roli  Dashboard and MIDI assignment buttons in Maleventum are
matched (same numerical value)
-  In Roli Dashboard, Channel Mode is set to MULTI
-  In Roli Dashboard, MPE is set to OFF

You can adjust  the slope of  Glide,  Slide and Press  from the Roli  Dashboard.  Maleventum is  not
responsive to Strike and Lift. 

2.4 Saving your own Kontakt MPE Multis

You can create and save your custom MPE Multis with your own combination of sounds from the 4
layers, effects and  MIDI mapping. However, in order to save an MPE Multi you need to start from a
single instrument in standard MIDI mode. Please follow the steps below:

-  Open  the  Maleventum  .nki  single  instrument  from  the  folder  MALEVENTUM/Instruments/MPE
Multis

- If you use a Roli Seaboard Rise, please open the Roli Dashboard and set Channel Mode to SINGLE.
This will -set the Seaboard Rise to a standard MIDI controller.
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-  In Maleventum, create a patch of your choice and SAVE it under a new name. Make sure to not
overwrite the original .nki file.

- Load  several more of the same .nki instrument with the Maleventum patch you just saved, within
the same Kontakt instance.

- Set each of these instruments to its own unique MIDI input channel. First should be 1, second 2 etc.
The number of instruments you use determines the polyphony of your patch.

- Save the Multi you just created in the MPE Multis folder in Maleventum.

- Return to Roli Dahsboard, set Channel Mode to Multi.

- In Roli Dashboard, sets the MIDI range (or MIDI end) to the number of instruments contained in your
Kontakt multi.

- Done!
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Here’s how your MPE Multis should look like:
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2.5 Using Maleventum with other controllers (standard MIDI)

Maleventum  Horns  Pads  doesn’t  necessarily  requires  an  MPE  controller,  it  can  be  played  as  a
standard Kontakt library on a standard MIDI controller. When using Maleventum in standard MIDI
you  don’t  need  to  use  Multis.  Just  open  the  Maleventum  Horn  Pads  .nki  from  the
MALEVENTUM/Instruments folder , enjoy the over 100 snapshots or patch your own presets.

Standard MIDI Mapping in Maleventum

You can use the MIDI assignment buttons also if you don’t own a Seaboard Rise or an MPE controller.
In this case, all you need to do is to manually change the MIDI CC of the MIDI assignment buttons in
order to make it match with the MIDI Channel of the physical control you want to use.
 

For example, if you want the Slide MIDI assignment to correspond to a knob/slider on your physical
controller, just change the MIDI CC of the assignment button to match the one corresponding to the
knob/slider you want to use. For example, if the knob on your controller is on MIDI CC 22, you need to
manually enter 22 on the MIDI assignment button you want to correspond. 
If  you don’t  know which MIDI CC corresponds to the knobs and faders of your controller,  please
consult the original manual or website of the manufacturer.
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When mapping the parameters in Maleventum on a standard controller,  you can still use the MIDI 
assignment buttons in the Mapping screen. However, you need to make sure to match the MIDI 
channels displayed on the MIDI assignment buttons  to the ones corresponding to your controller.

Just click on the numeric boxes above 
the MIDI assignment buttons in order to 
change the corresponding MIDI CC



2.6 Setting a non-fully MPE compatible DAW to work with MPE

If  you  use  a  non-fully  MPE compatible  DAW  among  the  ones  listed  in  section  2.1,  you  can  still
configure them to make Maleventum MPE responsive. 
Please open the links below  :

Ableton Live
Digital Performer  
Pro Tools
Studio One

2.7 Loading Snapshots in Maleventum

In order to install the snapshots in Maleventum on your computer, please proceed as follows.

- COPY the Maleventum Snapshots Folder: Instruments/Resources/MALEVENTUM Snapshots

- PASTE the folder to the following directory:

Mac OS Snapshots Folder:
System Drive/Users/<your username>/Documents/Native Instruments/UserContent/Kontakt/

PC Snapshots Folder:
C:\Users\<your username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\

Once you have pasted the Maleventum Snapshots folder to Kontakt folder on your computer, you 
will be able to access and browse the snapshots from the Maleventum GUI in Kontakt
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1H1oUV2IAw&ab_channel=ROLI
https://rolisupport.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/36000024665-studio-one-using-the-seaboard-rise-grand-with-studio-one
https://rolisupport.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/36000024657-pro-tools-using-the-seaboard-rise-grand-with-pro-tools
https://rolisupport.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/36000019135-digital-performer-using-the-seaboard-rise-grand-with-digital-performer
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3. MALEVENTUM – One Shot SFX Sampler Instrument

Maleventum features  6 separate Kontakt  instruments focused solely on  one-shot cinematic  horn
samples.  These instruments  are  different  from the  MPE-compatible  Horn&Flutes  pad instrument
described  above;  they're   meant  as  a  separate  sound  design  tool  to  manipulate  the  designed
cinematic SFX included in the library. 

Given the nature of these instruments, they’re not MPE compatible, but you can use the MIDI learning
function to map the available controls.

The cinematic one-shot samples are divided in the following categories:

- War Horns / Hunt Calls /Viking Horns
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Figure 6 - Maleventum SOUND DESIGN Instruments



- Braams / Dark Tone Horns
- Signals / Alarms
- Piercing Horns
-  Boom / Low-end impacts

Each of these .nki instruments allows you to individually manipulate the samples in a variety of ways,
from extreme re-pitching  to stuttering transitions and other epic cinematic effects.

All the sample contained in the sound design instruments can be individually manipulated from the
GUI: every time you hit a keyboard to play a sample, the corresponding waveform is displayed at the
centre of the UI and all the controls of Sample Offset, Envelope, Filter, Pitch, LFO, Volume and Low-
end boost are update to the last sample that has been played.

All of the cinematic horn samples are tuned to a the corresponding root key on the virtual keyboard.
However, you’re free to individually re-pitch any of the samples to your choice. Just make sure to not
overwrite the original instruments when you save your own ones!

Global Tuning

When you press the Global button in the top right of the GUI, you access to the Global Tuning knob.
Very simply, it allows you to simultaneously tune ALL the samples in the instrument to the same root
key. Just set the knob to one of the 12 root-keys to tune all the samples to a value of your choice. 

Moreover, when in Global mode, an Octave Shifter slider appears to the left of the Global Tuning
knob: this allows you to shift the tuning of -2 up to +2 octaves from the root key you’ve set.

Low-End boost

The  Low  End Boost  button allows  to  instantly  add a  deep bass  layer  to  an horn  sample;  when
activated, a booming impact sound is added to the selected sample. It can be set individually for
each sample and can be very useful to add power to the horn stabs.
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TIP: Try to Global Tune all the samples to the same root key , enable Low-End boost to some samples 
and play them together to obtain a powerful, multilayered cinematic horn stab.

TIP: Try to experiment with extreme down-pitches to obtain obscure droning sounds.



Here’s  the  complete  list  of  controls  available  on  the  GUI  of  the  sound  design  instruments  in
Maleventum

A,H,D,S,R Controls the volume envelope for each sample
HPF - LPF Controls  the  high/low-pass  filter  applied  to  the

current sample 
RES Controls  the  filter  resonance  applied  to  the

current sample 
HPF/LPF switch Sets the filter LFO to the HPF or LPF
LFO Rate Controls the rate of the filter LFO
LFO Amount Controls the amount of the filter LFO
Shape Sets the shape of the filter LFO
Pitch Controls the pitch of the current sample
Vol Controls the volume of the current sample
Global Tuning Simultaneously tunes all the samples to the same

root key
Octave Shifter Tunes the samples from -2 to +2 octaves from the

current tuning
Boost Adds a low-end boom sample to the current horn/

braam sample
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